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Title word cross-reference

128 [276]. 2 [216, 263]. 2 × 2 [305]. 3
[216, 263]. $A_4$ [266]. $A_4z = b$ [266]. $f(x) = 0$
[57]. $\infty$ [284]. $M$ [67]. $n \times n$ [42], $p \geq 0$
[206]. QR [32]. $q \times m - n$ [73]. $\rightarrow$ [248]. $\sin \Theta$
[151]. $\sqrt{x}$ [63]. $x * [1/x] < x/x = 1$ [128]. $x^n$
[177]. $Z$ [42, 179, 269].
$z = (1 - exp(-pz))/(pz)$ [206]. $z \geq 0$ [206].
$\|Z - Z^*\| \leq \|Z + Z^*\|(\log_2 n + 0.038)$ [42].

2-Dimensional [166]. 2007 [325]. 25th
[320]. 2nd [236].
50th [325]. 52 [52]. 55 [195].
60 [31, 35]. 6600 [41]. 6600/7600 [41].
7094 [18, 22]. 7094-2 [18, 22]. 754
[133, 140, 307, 174]. 754r [288]. 75th [325].
7600 [41]. 7th [318].
8087 [74]. '83 [317].

Abbreviated [244]. Abstract [15].
Abstracts [265]. Accuracy
[93, 99, 106, 127, 296, 105, 150]. Accurate
[102, 233, 213, 14, 290, 305]. ACM
[322, 310, 176]. ACM/IEEE [322].
ACRITH [80]. Addition [13]. Adds [112].
Adjugate [245]. Ado [88]. Advantages


Corrections [135]. Constants [144]. Construct [135].
Contains [24]. Continuation [218].
Continued [92]. Contracted [112].
Contribution [65]. Convention [324].
Convergence [67, 32]. Conversation [150].
Correction [248, 114]. Corner [307].
Correct [308]. Correcting [113].
correction [124]. Correctly [95, 141, 89].
Cost [218, 268]. Count [51, 55]. Course [27].
Covered [231]. Cray [320, 104]. CRC [299].
Curmudgeon [254]. Cuts [69, 88].

Davis-Kahan-Weinberger [86]. Day [117].
Definition [48, 64]. Degraded [148].
describe [103]. Design [229, 232, 260, 26, 224, 230]. Designers [72].
Developers [286]. Diagnostics [70].
Diagonal [14, 155, 279, 19, 289].
Double-Precision [12, 13]. Doubled [90].
Doubled-Precision [90]. Down [125].

Eigenproblem [123]. Eigensystems [71, 256]. Eigenvalues [134, 14, 23].
Eigenvectors [3, 8, 33]. electronic [1].
End [299]. Engineering [203].
Enumerating [189]. Environment [65].
ever [266]. Everyone [158, 159]. Everywhere [158, 159]. exact [87]. Exam [185, 186, 187, 188, 190, 201, 231, 249].
Examination [153, 214]. Exception [118].
Exception-Handling [118]. Extended [232, 260]. Extension [101, 152, 143, 175].

Floating-Point [78, 10, 59, 63, 66, 75, 76, 82, 83, 90, 95, 118, 131, 146, 158, 159, 229, 237, 239, 246, 268, 271, 285, 293, 173, 79, 301, 89, 133, 140, 142, 224, 230, 295]. Form


Kahan-Arithmetik [48, 64].

Kahan-Babuska [31, 35].

Kahan-Babuska’sche [31, 35]. Karlsruhe [311]. Keplerian [300]. Key [57].

Knowledge [135]. Können [55]. Korteweg [149]. Kuki [40].


Language [110]. Languages [145, 240, 315].

Presubstitution [92, 284]. Probabilistic
139, 160. Probability [96]. Problem
38, 36, 167, 169, 193, 198, 227, 228, 236, 46, 53, 86. Problems
Procedure [7]. Proceedings
[310, 322, 312, 320, 313, 318, 319, 315, 316, 309, 321, 326, 311, 314]. process [49, 54].
processing [309]. Products [216, 263].
Prof. [275]. Program
[65, 94, 256, 114, 238]. Programmer [123].
Programming [65, 70, 110, 240, 315]. programs [133, 251, 292].
Prominence [155]. Proof [290, 135].
Proposal [152]. Proposed
[78, 79, 56, 59, 58, 62, 63, 75, 76, 246].
Prospectus [101, 291]. Proven [308].
[231].
QDRTC [16]. QR [261]. Quadratic [220].
Quadrature [304, 60]. Quasi [12, 13].
Question [286]. quotient [238].
quotient-digit [238].
Radix [78, 79]. Radix- [78, 79]. raising
[144]. Rank [247]. Rank-Deficient [247].
Rational [83, 199]. Real
[42, 85, 162, 163, 273]. Rechner [55].
Reciprocal [259]. Recognize [220]. record
[317]. recurrence [20]. Reduced [168].
[256]. Refineig [256]. Refinement
[282, 287]. Refutation [111, 116].
Relationship [315]. Relative [93]. reliably
[173]. Removable [100]. Residual [71].
Revised [236]. Revision [152]. Riccati
[294]. Robustness [65]. Root
[162, 163, 205, 273]. Root-Finding
[162, 163, 273]. Roots [276]. Rotation
[3, 8, 33]. Rotations [216, 263, 212, 242].
Round [135]. Rounded [95, 141, 89].
Rounding [288]. Roundoff
[41, 84, 120, 148, 271]. Routine [10]. Row
[168]. Row-Echelon [168]. Ruminations
[224, 229, 230].
S [44]. S.O.R. [67]. San [322, 317]. Sand
[74]. Satisfies [42]. SC2000 [324]. SC97
[322, 322]. ScaLAPACK [291]. scaled
[211, 241]. SCAN [326]. schemes [144, 149].
Science [254, 293, 313]. Scientific
[326, 104]. section [316]. Sections [179].
Seidel [2]. selection [238]. Semantics
[152, 70]. Semiannual [320]. Separation
[257]. September [312, 326]. Series [280].
sessions [317]. Set [167, 169]. Sharp [134].
Should [91, 49, 54]. SIAM [319]. sich [55].
Sign [88]. Significance [94, 138]. SIGSAM
[53]. Simply [122]. Singular [93, 102, 9].
Singularity [100]. Skew [279, 289]. Small
[93, 289]. Software [63, 113, 286]. solution
[53, 86]. Solutions
[169, 170, 171, 185, 186, 187, 188, 190, 198,
201, 203, 204, 208, 227, 228, 236]. Solve
[57, 85, 206, 266]. Solver [280]. SOLVEzag
[206]. solving [1, 2]. Some [28, 202, 81, 292].
something [52]. Space [167]. Spaces
[166, 172, 215, 216, 263]. Sparse [312, 312].
Spectra [47]. Spectrum [42]. Spring [196].
SQRT [141]. Square [205, 276]. Squares
[164, 276]. SR. [52]. SR-52 [52]. SRT
[132, 238]. SRT2EST [238]. Stack [126].
Stamps [178]. Standard [78, 79, 56, 59, 58,
63, 66, 75, 76, 90, 140, 146, 239, 246, 62, 131].
Standardized [237]. Standards [174].
Stanford [325, 325]. stars [267]. State
[325, 319]. statistical [316]. statistics [313].
Status [131, 146, 140]. storing [266]. Study
[143, 175]. subroutine [16]. Subspaces
[218, 28]. subtended [267]. suitable [1].
Suite [262, 133]. Summation
[122, 31, 77, 35, 124]. Summer [27].
Summierungsverfahren [31, 35]. Sunk
[235]. Super [180]. Support [18, 22].
Survey [37, 1]. Syllabus [195, 196].
Symbolic [233, 107, 200, 87]. Symmetric
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[14, 45, 19]. symplectic [129]. Symposium [312, 318, 326, 314, 313, 311]. Syntax [70].
System [18, 22]. Systems [135, 15, 107, 72, 87, 2, 21].

Take [170, 277]. Take-Home [170, 277].
Tests [296]. Tetrahedron [240]. Texas [52].
text [183]. their [68]. Theorem [134, 192, 143, 175, 151]. Theorems [23].
Transcription [298]. Transform [279, 289].
Transparencies [275]. Trap [10]. Travails [123]. Tri [14, 19]. Tri-Diagonal [14, 19].
Triplex-ALGOL [35, 31, 35, 31].
TX [324].

U [235]. U-Boats [235]. UCBTEST [133].
Unconventional [149, 144, 129].
USA [322, 324, 315]. User [320]. using [301].

V [176].

Winner [264]. Without [205, 268, 266].
World [235]. Would [123]. Would-be [123]. Written [74].

Yugoslavia [309].
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